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Inspirata Dynamyx™ – The ‘open’ digital pathology solution
Partner Spotlight: Cirdan
Dynamyx™ from Inspirata affords an ‘open’ architecture purposely designed to enable
healthcare providers to arrive at their preferred blend of laboratory and diagnostic
technologies. This partner spotlight explores Inspirata’s technical partnership with Cirdan and the
seamless integration of their Laboratory Information System (LIS), ULTRA with Dynamyx™.

Inspirata and Cirdan
The new technical partnership between
Inspirata and Cirdan's award-winning
ULTRA LIS introduces the following
advantages for laboratories and
pathology services:
• Utilising electronic messages for a bidirectional integration, the two
solutions serve to ensure patient
results, images and case notes are
quickly, efficiently and reliably
presented to the pathologist for
digital diagnosis.
• Real-time insights into case volumes
and the speed of case work execution
for tracking against laboratory targets
and bottleneck forecasting.
• Affording a fully digitised workflow
and vehicle for actioning against
Carter Report recommendations
around the need for multi-site,
networked laboratory operations.

USING ELECTRONIC MESSAGES TO INTEGRATE, INSPIRATA AND CIRDAN ENSURE PATIENT RESULTS, IMAGES
AND CASE NOTES ARE SAFELY AND EFFICIENTLY PRESENTED TO THE PATHOLOGIST FOR DIGITAL DIAGNOSIS.

• Enhanced and streamlined MDT workflows in which both images and
reporting can be more easily accessed.
• Ability for increased productivity with work load management
functionality.
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About ULTRA LIS
ULTRA is a dedicated LIS, which has the primary purpose of meeting the
needs of the clinicians, scientists, pathologists, administrators and patients
who depend on it. As a scalable solution, it is suitable for small, single
discipline laboratories processing around 100 thousand tests per year,
right up to large multi-lab, multi-discipline organisations carrying out up to
100 million tests per year.
ULTRA has been designed to assist labs with paperless streamlining of
workflows, processes and results to deliver more efficient, secure and
accurate services to clients. It is composed from multiple modules that
support different laboratory needs and interconnect seamlessly to offer a
unified solution. ULTRA can be delivered as either an on-premise solution
or hosted on the cloud.

THE AWARD-WINNING ULTRA FROM CIRDAN HAS SEEN THE COMPANY EMERGE AS ONE OF THE FASTEST GROWING
LIS PROVIDERS IN THE UK.

About Cirdan
Cirdan is a leading provider of
innovative software and imaging
solutions that enhance and speed
up the diagnosis of patients.
Headquartered in the UK with
offices in Canada and Australia,
Cirdan is recognised as one of the
leading suppliers of laboratory
information systems worldwide and
one of the fastest growing UK LIS
providers.
The award-winning ULTRA LIS is one
of the most widely used LIS
solutions in the
Australasian
region.
It
is deployed
in
numerous prestigious and diverse
healthcare organisations throughout
the
world
and
is currently
helping
to
increase efficiency
and streamline operations in over
70 clinical laboratories across six
continents.

In order to accommodate the nuanced requirements of each and every customer, Inspirata is committed to an ‘open’ and
integrated digital pathology model in which they will work with all relevant providers touching the digital pathology
workflow. To learn of Inspirata’s other technical partnerships or to explore how your organisation might also become an
approved Inspirata digital pathology partner, contact partners@inspirata.com
Dynamyx is CE-marked per Annex III of Directive 98/79/EC on in vitro diagnostic medical devices
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